
CHAPTER- V 

Some problems concerning verbal understanding and its method propounded 
by the Naiyiiyikas and their probable solutions. 

In Indian tradition there are many theories as to the method of the comprehension 

of meaning. I have followed mainly the theories propagated by the older 

Naiyayikas and Navya Naiyayikas. An effort has been made to give probable 

solutions of the problems following the line of the Indian thinkers. Sometimes I 

have shown my departure from the tradition. 

Knowledge is of two types : immediate (pratyak$a) and mediate (parokya). The 

latter type of knowledge is described as 'jnCinakarar;akarYJ jnCinam ', i.e. knowledge 

arising through the instrumentality of another knowledge. The knowledge of 

vyCipti, similarity and word serves as an instrument of inferential knowledge, 

knowledge through comparison and verbal comprehension respectively. 1 From this 

it follows that the knowledge of a pada becomes the instrumental. cause (kiira!Ja) 

of the comprehension of meaning. 2 The recollection of meaning of a term through 

the knowledge of that term is called vyapara.3 Her.e potency or sakti of a term is 

the medium which can favour us by way of making us recollect its meaning or 

denotation (padiirthanukiilavyiipiiradviirCi). In the following sentence 'The jar 

exists (gha{o sti), the meaning of the term 'jar' is known through the term 'jar' 
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and the meaning of the verb 'asti' (to exist) is known through the usage of the 

particular term. 

The above-mentioned definition has been formulated by the Navya Naiyayikas as 

they do not agree with the definition of Gautama as 'aptopodesah sabdaf?' .4 If the 

knowledge of a word or sentence comes from a· reliable person or authority, it is 

called pramarza. But the problem is how aptatva of a person can be determined. 

The description of a apta person is given as having real knowledge of an object, 

having no defect in sense organ etc. In other words, an individual who has no 

illusory cognition (bhrama), no carelessness (pramada), no desire for cheating 

other (vfpralipsa) and weakness in sense organs (indriyapatava) is called apta. 

From this it does not follow that the person is to be taken in confidence. There are 

many individuals who though having the above mentioned features afterwards 

have proved themselves anapta. Hence, word from such a person cannot be taken 

as pramaf!a. Hence, this has been rejected by the Neo-thinkers. 5 

If the meaning of the term 'aptatva' is taken as 'being locus of real knowledge 

which is the cause of verbal usage' ,6 it is tenable. Because, those wh~ have the 

knowledge of words that are used conventionally become apta. Hence, the 

knowledge of word (padaji1ana) becomes the instrument of the knowledge of the 

·meaning of a word and sentence. In other words, padajnana is the instrument, the 

recollection of the meaning of a word is vyapara and the comprehension of 

sentence is the result. 7 
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Though sabda is an independent praman.a, the method through which the verbal 

comprehension occurs is purely inferential in nature. An individual can know the 

particular meaning of a word through convention i.e. verbal usage of the old 

(v(ddhavyavahara). An individual in fact infers a particular meaning of a 

particular word from the verbal usage ofthe.old persons. The Sabdasaktiprakasikii 

gives a beautiful description about how a child infers the meaning. A child comes 

to know the primary relation (sarnketa) of a term with its meaning at first from the 

verbal usage of the old (w:ddha.5ya sabdadhlnavyavaharad eva). When a man who 

is aware of the meaning of a term (vyutpanna) asks another man who also knows 

the meaning of the same term to bring a cow, the person who has been asked to 

bring a cow by the senior person (uttamaw:ddha) brings it after hearing the word 

of the senior and realising he meaning of it On observing the performance of the 

man who has been asked to bring a cow, a child draws the inference in the form : 

"This bringing of a cow is the result of the inclination, as it has got effort ness in 

it, as in the case of my inclination to suck mother's breast". 8 It may be argued that 

as it is a case of inference, there must be vyapti as an instrument. What is the form 

of vyapti? In reply, it can be said that vyapti relation lies between 'c~qtatva' (effort 

ness) and 'prav(ttijanyatva' (being produced by inclination). The form is : 'Where 

there is c~~tatva' , there is prav(ttijanyatva'. The example or udaharana is 

'madiyastanapanadivat' (i.e. as my inclination to suck mother's breast). Then he 

comes to infer the state or condition of being produced by the knowledge of 

feasibility (by one's effort) of which the bringing of a cow has become qualificand 

(gavanayanadharmikakaryatajnanajanyatvam) in respect of the inclination with 

the help of the syllogistic argument in the form : 'The inclination to bring a cow is 
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produced by the knowledge of feasibility (by one's effort) of which tbe inclination 

to the same has become qualifican~, as it is endowed with the property of being an 

inclination, as in the case of my own (inclination).9 Any type of inclination 

presupposes this type of feasibility. Then the child infers : 'The knowledge of 

feasibility (by one's effort) of which the bringing a cow has become qualificand, 

has an uncommon cause, as it is an effect as in the case of a jar. 10 As any type of 

effect has got its special cause, the effect in the form of bringing a cow needs 

some special cause. From this the child comes to know that the knowledge of the 

verbal usage of the old (w:ddhavyavahiira) is the uncommon cause of the 

knowledge mentioned above. 

Though the. Navya Naiyayikas have mentioned vrddhavyavahara as the cause of 

verbal comprehension, it, I think, is not completely tenable. Because, the primary 

meaning of a term can be comprehended after being guided by the convention. But 

the secondary or suggestive meaning of a word may not always be comprehended 

from the verbal usage of the old. Because the implicative or suggestive meaning of 

a particular word or sentence is always context-dependent. Hence, this type of 

meaning may be ascertained after depending on the comprehensive capacity of a 

person. The suggestive meaning or implicative meaning of a word may not always 

be the same to all. Hence the intellectual exercise of an individual is inevitable for 

proper understanding of the same. 

If this view IS accepted, one problem may crop up. If convention or 

w:ddhavyavahiira is taken as criterion of comprehending meaning of a word, the 

initial verbal usage of a particular word which is present at the time of the creation 
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of the world cannot be explained due to not having any usage of a particular word. 

The Naiyayikas have come forward to explain the matter after bringing God. This 

is, in fact, one of the proofs for the existence of God. The syllogistic argument 

runs as follows : 'The initial verbal 'usages like jar etc. are done by an 

independent person, as it is a verbal usage, as in the case of the usages of the 

scripts introduced in moderns age'. This independent person is God. 11 

Keeping this view, the Naiyayikas have formulated the theory that a word has got 

some 'power' (sakti) of indicating its denotation which is given by God's desire. 

According to them, God's desire in the form : 'This particular meaning is to be 

understood from this particular word' .12 is the sakti in the form of samketa. If this 

is accepted, another problem is raised in the Dinakarl. If God's desire is accepted 

as samketa, it can give rise to the primary meaning. 13 of the term 'Ganga ' as well 

as the implicative meaning (i.e., bank) of it due to having God's desire, which will 

lead to the non-acceptance of la~a17a. 14 This position is defended in the following 

way. When the primary meaning of the term 'Ganga ' is understood, the sainketa 

in the form of God's desire exists in the primary meaning (Sakyiirtha), but not in 

the implicative meaning (laksyiirtha). When 'the bank' is understood by the term 

'Ganga ', the sarhketa is of that type. Hence there does not arise any question of 

atiprasanga. 

This view, I think, is not tenable. There is no necessity of bringing God in 

determining the meaning of a word or a sentence. The initial verbal usage of an 

object (e.g., jar by the word 'jar') may be introduced by a particular person, which 

may be followed by later generations. In fact, it is found in our everyday life that a 
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new object is initially described by a scientist, or by a researcher with the help of 

some name which is followed by others. Hence, the phenomenon of sabdabodha is 

possible even without accepting the desire of God. 15 Hence, the Navya Naiyayikas 

have said that the desire of an individual (but not God) in the form : 'This meaning 

is to be understood from this word' is samkeia. This power corhes from the 

knowledge of grammar, comparison, dictionary, reliable texts, or statement of 

trustworthy person, from the paraphrase and usages and contiguity of well known 

words. 16 

The Naiyayikas have accepted the knowledge of expectancy (akiin/qa), 

consistency (yogyata) and contiguity (asatti) as causes of the comprehension of 

meaning. Among these, the knowledge akank.ya and asatti are highly essential in 

comprehension of the primary, implicative and. suggestive meanings. So, far as 

'yogyata' is concerned, it is the cause for the comprehension of primary meaning 

(sakyartha). If there is consistency in meaning, it is called yogyata 

(arthaviidhoyogyata). In the example 'He is sprinkling with fire' (vahnina sificati) 

there is lack of yogyata due to not having consistency in meaning. In other words, 

as sprinkling with fire is not consistent, there is lack of yogyata. Though in this 

sentence there no yogyata, it at least points us to the fact that it is an impossible 

phenomenon. Hence, the usages like 'I am building castle in the air' etc. though 

not having yogyata can provide us some meaning through implication. Hence, for 

inverting some implicative meaning the inconsistency in meaning may sometimes 

act as promoter. When the primary meaning of a ·word becomes inconsistent, we 
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search for implicative meaning. Hence, it is not at all true that no comprehension 

of meaning is possible ifthere is lack ofyogyata. 

It may be asked where exactly the faculty of implication exists. Does it exist in a 

particular word of the sentence or in the whole sentence? In reply, it can be said 

that in the single word implication may exist in some exceptional cases where 

smpething else is indicated. When so·meone says after pointing out the door 

'dviiram' (door), it implies asking to close the door. In this case, though the single 

word is uttered (but not sentence), we get the implicative meaning. In the same 

way, if some one calls 'rickshaw' or 'taxi', it means 'rickshaw-puller' or 'taxi

driver' through implication. In most of the cases implication exists in the whole 

sentence. Whether implicative meaning is possible or not depends on the 

inconsistency of meaning. This inconsistency mostly lies in the sentence. When it 

is said 'vahninii' or 'vahninii pacati', there is no inconsistency. But inconsistency 

comes when the verb 'sificati' is used in connection with the term 'vahnina '. 

There does not arise any inconsistency in meaning until and unless the verb 

'sificati' is incorporated. 

In order to get the meanmg of a sentence through implication, there must be 

akanksii and iisatti. If there is lack of expectancy and contiguity in a sentence, how 

can we understand that there is inconsistency of meaning? In order to know the 

arthiivadhatva (consistency of meaning) of the sentence, the structural order of it 

like expectancy etc. must be correct. Otherwise, it will fail to give rise to 

sakyartha of the sentence leading to the non-apprehension of implicative meaning 

because, it is sakyartha (direct significance) ofa word which gives rise to 
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lakzyartha as per definition of la~wza (sakyasambandho la~a11Ci). This is the 

uniqueness of language that it always gives some indication. As per Bhal}:rhari's 

observation, a reality which is not associated with an articulate verbal form cannot 

be the content of our thought and is regarded as fiction. On the other hand, a 

fiction such as hare's horn etc. when expressed through language appears to have 

existence and becomes object to logical prediction. 17 Hence, the absence of an 

object which is absurd (allkapratiyogika abhava) conveys some sense to us. 

Hence, like consistency, inconsistency m meaning sometimes becomes 

'meaningful'. 

When an individual comprehends the implicative or suggestive meaning of a 

sentence, the problem may be raised whether these meanings are properties of the 

sentence or those of speakers or readers or hearers. According to some scholars, 

these are the properties of the sentence. In one sense it is true. Because, the 

sentence must inhere power of la~a1Ja and vyanjana in it. The sentence 'Ganga 

ya11} gho~af?' is capable of providing both implicative and suggestive meaning. 

Hence, the role of language cannot be denied. A sentence though endowed with 

the power la~a1JCi and vyafijana may not be understood by the hearer or speaker. 

Particularly, the suggestive meaning may not always be easy to understand, it 

depends on the intellect of the hearer or speaker also. Moreover, the suggestive 

meaning of a sentence may vary from person to person. Hence, the subjective 

element in comprehension of meaning cannot be ignored. It reminds me the story 

of Lord Buddha who gives advice to his disciples with the single sentence. 'The 

/ Sun is set'. The three disciples having different san1skaras have apprehended the 
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meaning of the sentence in three ways. Hence, in comprehension of meaning the 

role of both language and speaker is highly essential. 

Like akiinks,a, etc. the intention of the spe~ker· is also essential factor m 

determining the meaning of a sentence. The role of tiitparya is emphasised m 

Vedanta and lvfirYJiimsii schools. The Naiyayikas have not laid much importance on 

it. However, it bears a great importance. Some statements may seem to be non

sensical if speaker's intention is not known. 

If a speaker has vivak4'a (intention or desire to say something), it is permissible in 

grammar also. One may use 'kii~(hiini pacanti' (i.e., the woods cook) etc. If one 

desires so (vivaks,iivasiit). It is permissible in language though there is the violation 

of grammatical rules. In Nyaya also the intention or desire of speaker is honoured. 

Not only this, if someone has got strong desire to infer (si~iidhayi~ii), he is 

permitted to do so even in the case of established truth (siddhi). 18 In the case of the 

syllogistic argument in the form : 'ghatiinyonyiibhiivaviin pa(atvat' (i.e., it is 

endowed with the mutual absence of a jar, as it has got cloth ness), one can infer 

bhedatva of a jar from cloth 'intentionally', because the difference is easily known 

after looking at the cloth. If someone says - 'gha(a is kalasa ', the speaker intends 

to say that the two entities are identical (having bhediibhiiva or absence of 

anyonyabhiiva). Some thinkers may have intention to make an artificial difference 

between two identical objects after using the term iva . . In the Viikyapadiya 

Bhatthari has said that two objects, though identical, are demonstrated in such a 

way that one will think of their difference. But this difference is artificial in order 

to show the sameness of object. In ·'indra iva dasyuhii bhava' (like Jndra become 
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da,fyu-killer) which is addressed to Indra, the term iva shows the relation of 

standarq and the object of comparison on the basis of, an artificial difference. 

Where a really different object is not available as standard of comparison, the 

speaker may use the object of comparison as the standard in order to bring out its 

incomparability. As for example - 'riimariivaYJayor yuddhm~1 riimariivmJayor 

iva '. 19 Hence, speaker's intention has a prominent role in the use of language and 

in the comprehension of meaning. 

So, we can say that where there is specific use of a sentence, there is some 

intention of the speaker. In other words, when a sentence is used, it indicates 

something. Hence, between sentence and its meaning there is a relation called 

jniipya-jniipaka-bhiiva (indicator-indicated relationship). What IS called 

jniipakatva? Jniipakatva is the property of being an object (vi.sayatva) of the 

knowledge, which has caused another knowledge.20 In the case of the syllogistic 

argument in the form : 'The mountain is fire-possessing, as it has got smoke', 

'smoke' has become an object of the knowledge which has caused the inferential 

knowledge of fire. In the same way, sakyiirtha becomesjniipaka (indicator) to the 

meaning through implication (lak.~yiirtha) : The direct meaning of the term 

'Ganga ' becomes jniipaka of the bank of it (which is jniipya here) through the 

strength of lak.saYJii (lak.saYJii-balena). In the same way, the direct meaning of the 

same word may be jniipaka of saitya-piivanatva (i.e., coolness and purity) of the 

river on the strength of vyanjanii (vyaFijanii-balena). This jniipakatva may be of 

generic and specific type. An object or a sentence (used by speaker) may be 

indicator of another object or some meaning which is completely unknown to the 
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hearer while there. might be some object or sentence which may g1vc us some 

information which is not at all new to us. In the case of imp I icative and suggestive 

meaning the word or sentence is used, where it is informative in the true sense of 

the term. But in the case of tadi.itmya (gha{a is kalasa etc.), the information we get 

from the sentence is not as informative as the earlier sentences, as the identity of 

them is obvious. In spite of this we have to accept the jfii.ipakatva of the sentences, 

as speakers really have desire to indicate (viva~a) something. 

Now, I shall explain the root of la/cya!Ji.i i.e., implicative meaning which is 

accepted by the Naiyayikas and other systems which accept Sabda or verbal 

comprehension as a means of right cognition. An effort will be made to evaluate 

critically the theories that the non-realisability of the intention of the speaker 

(tatparyanupapatti) is the root of la/cyai}i.i, the supremacy of tatparya in the 

phenomenon of verbal comprehension, whether yogyati.inupapatti can be taken as 

a the seed of la/cya!Ja or not etc. 

Implication or lak$a1Ja is a relation to that which is conveyed by the potency of a 

word (sakti) due to the non-comprehensibility of the intention of the speaker 

(La/cya!Jii sakyasambandhasti.itparyanupapattitah). The Naiyayikas have pointed 

out the philosophical significant of intention (tatparya) first in the context of 

enquiring the seed of implicative meaning (la/cya!Ja). To them the non-realisability 

of intention or tatparya (tatparyanupapatti) is the seed of la/cya!Ja i.e. implicative 

meaning. In fact, the implicative meaning of the term Ganga as found in the 

sentence Ganga yam ghosah is 'the bank of the Ganga '. The primary meaning of 

the terms ghosah and Ganga are ghosapalli and a particular flow of water 
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(Jalapraviiha-visesa) respectively. The milk-man-colony cannot remam m a 

particular flow of water and hence there is non-realisability of the relation 

(anvayiinupapatti) between them. This can be removed, if the 'bank of the Ganga' 

is taken as the meaning of the term Ganga through lak:wrJii. In the same way, the 

implicative meaning of the term ghosah is also possible. In the former case 

la/cya1J.ii in the term Ganga is accepted, but not in the term ghosah. In another the 

reverse case is accepted. If laksana is accepted in either of the terms, there will not 

be the non-realisability in respect of relation (anvayiinupapatti). Hence, it is 

admitted that the non-realisability of intention, but not of relation is the root of 

laksana. The importance of the application of lak$a1J.ii lies in the fact of removing 

the non-realisability of intention (tiitparyiinupapatti) of the speaker/' which is 

also supported by Nagesa.22 

Now what is to be understood by the term tatparya? The desire of the speaker 

(vyakturicchii) is tiitparya?3 In other words, I have been stated that when a word 

or a sentence is uttered with a desire to convey something, it is called taparya 

(tiitpratltfcchayii uccaritatvam).24 When there is the utterance of a particular word 

with a desire to convey his own idea to others, this particular desire or intention is 

tiitparya. The 'term uccaritatva is superfluous here on account of the .fact that in 

the written statement of the dumb persons there is tatparya in spite of not having 

utterance of the same.25 Moreover, there would arise the possibility of the non

attainment of the meaning of the Vedic texts uttered by an individual having no 

awareness of its meaning (arthajfiiinasunye'Yapurusenoccaritatvadvedartha pra

tyayiibhiivaprasangiit). 26 
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Hence it is better to accept the former definition (i.e., the intention of the speaker 

is tatparya) which is also supported by the grammarians. 

If a speaker bears a particular intention to express that the fish resides in the water 

and utters the same sentence tGangayam ghosah,: the implicative meaning is to be 

accepted on the term ghosah denoting fish secondarily in order to bring the 

realisability in tatparya. If a speaker, on the other hand, possesses an intention to 

make others aware that the milkman-colony exits on the bank of the Ganga and 

utters the same sentence, the implicative meaning has to be accepted in the term 

Ganga as per the intention of a speaker as well as for the realisability of tatpmya. 

As per the intention of the speaker the implicative meaning of the terms Ganga 

and ghosah are to be taken as 'the bank of the Ganga and 'fish' respectively. 

Hence, the realisability of tatparya but not relation is the seed of lalcym;a. 

Moreover, this point is substantiated when the implicative meaning is accepted in 

the sentence - kiikebhyo dadhi raksyatam (i.e., protect the curd from crow etc.) in 

which there is obviously tatparyanupapatti, but not anvayanupatti. The statements 

like 'We do not smoke here', 'Thanks for not smoking' etc. have no 

incompatibility in the relation (anvayanupapatti), but there IS the 

incomprehensibility of the intention of the speaker which leads to the implicative 

meaning like 'Please do not smoke'. In order to incorporate all types of la/cyar;a it 

is better to accept the non-realisability in respect of tatparya as laf0wJii but not 

otherwise. Had the incomprehensibility of relation or connection 

(anvayanupapatti) been the cause of implication, there would not have any 

implicative meaning in the sentence - 'Admit the stick' (yasthih pravdaya). 

Because the phenomenon of admission is not inconceivable with the stick and 
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hence no anvayanupapatti. If the non-realisability of intention is taken as the seed 

. of la/cya1Jii then the implicative meaning is applicable to such case. As the entrance 

of a stick in the dining hall for a feast is non-realisable. 'the stick holders are to be 

taken by the term 'stick' through implication.27 

Let us see whether the non-realisability of tatparya which is accepted as the seed 

of lak~al}.a belongs to word alone or a group of words. Implication does not belong 

to a word alone but a group of words. As in the case of the example - 'There is a 

milkman-colony on the deep river'' the group of two words 'deep' and 'river' 

refers to the 'bank' through implication.28 

It may be argued that as a group of words does not have any potency or import 

(Sakti), how can it have implication, which is nothing but a form of relation to that 

which is conveyed by potency? In reply, it can be said that implication is the 

relation to that what is conveyed by potency related to a word. Just as the meaning 

of a word is conveyed by potency, the meaning of a sentence is also through it. 

Hence there is no inconsistency.29 

Let us examme whether the non-realisability of the semantic competency 

(yogyatanupapatti) may be taken as the root of implication or la/cya1Jii. The 

semantic competency (yogyata) is the relation of the meaning of a word with the 

meaning of another (padarthe tatra tadvatta yogyata parikzrtita)?0 Such 

awareness is the precondition of the verbal comprehension. The sentence -

'sprinkling with water' (jalena sincati) gives a verbal comprehension due to 
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having semantic competency. It is known to us that the instrumentality of water is 

connected with the other meaning of the word- 'sprinkling'. 

In absence of such yogyata verbal comprehension is not at all possible. In the 

sentence - 'sprinkling with fire' (vahnina sincati) there is no verbal 

comprehension, because fire cannot be an instrumental to the action of 

sprinkling. 31 

If there is the non-realisability of the semantic competency (yogyatanupapatti), it 

may give rise to implicative meaning. Though the sentence- 'sprinkling with fire' 

(vahnina sincati) does not provide any verbal comprehension due to the lack of 

yogyata, it can give metaphorical or implicative meaning due to having the non

realisability of the semantic competency (yogyatanupapatti). We may quote a line 

from the Meghniidvadha by Madhusudanana Datta, which has no semantic 

competency, and for this there is a scope for implicative meani!]g. The sentence 

goes like this - 'jidda! diya kiitila ki vidhata sa/moll tarubare? i.e., does God cut 

the silk-cotton tree called Siilma/1 with the petal of flower? In fact, the petal of 

flower cannot cut the hard tree like Sa/mall and hence it lacks the semantic 

competency. But it has got a power of referring to an implicative meaning. The 

sentence implies that the cutting of the said tree through flower-petal is an 

impossible phenomenon, which is attained through the non-realisability of 

yogyata. In the same way, the statement- 'I am building castle in the air' refers to 

an absurd phenomenon through implication arising from yogyatanupapatti. 
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In this connection it should be kept in mind that yogyatanupapatti may lead us to 

attain the implicative meaning in some cases but not in all. Hence the non

realisability of intention of the speaker (tatparyanupapatti) has been taken as a 

root of all including the place where there is the non-realisability of the semantic 

competency. 

If the intention of the speaker is realised (tatparyopapatti), the primary meaning 

(sakyartha) is known immediately there. The necessity of exploring any 

implicative meaning becomes inevitable if there is the non-realisability of the 

intention (tatparyanupapatti), alone which may of course, be caused by the- non

realisability either of the semantic competency (yogyatanupapatti) or expectancy 

( akiinksanupapatti). 

Now we may see how the non-realisability of expectancy leads us to the 

attainment of implicative meaning. A word must have an expectation with another 

word if the former is not found related without the association of another. (yat 

padena vina yasyanubhavakata bhavet sakiinksa).32 The kiirakas cannot generate 

relation without the help of the verb and hence there is an expectancy of kiirakas 

· with the verb (kriyapadam vina kiirakapadam nanvayabodham janaya!lti tena 

tasyakanksa). 33 If it is said 'The door please' (dvaram), it will provide no meaning 

due to the lack of expectancy with a verb. This non-realisability of expectancy 

gives rise to the non-realisability of intention (tatparyanupapatti). For this reason 

the verb 'close' or 'open' is brought here through implication considering the 

context (prakarm:za) under which it is spoken.34 
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So far as asttyanupapa(ti (non-realisability of contiguity) is concerned, it cannot 

be taken as a pointer to the non-realisability of intention (tatparyanupapatti) 

separately. If there is any such anupapa((i here, it is not different from the non

realisability of expectancy (akiin~anupapatti). I think what is accepted as asa((i or 

contiguity is not essentially different from the expectancy (akanksa). Asa((i is 

defined as the contiguity of the words (sannidhanam tu padasyasattirucyate):35 

In other words, the contiguity of the terms in forms of subjunct and adjunct 

'forming a relation IS called asa((l (anvaya-pratiyogi anuyogipadayora 

vyavadhanamasaasatti). 36 If a word is uttered in the morning and another word 

uttered in the noon, they cannot provide any meaning because they cannot be 

related at all due having a long temporal gap. It is very difficult to apprehend the 

relation of both due to the non-identification of the subjunct-ness and adjunct-ness 

(pratiyogitva and anuyogitva) of the terms in a particular relation. When the first 

word is uttered in the morning, there remains an expectation of the second term 

which, though uttered in the noon, cannot be related to the first one as there no 

criterion or scope to relate this. How do we know that the second word is in 

relation to the first one? The speaker might have uttered many sentences by this 

time about which we are least interested. Hence, if there any lack of asa((i, it is 

nothing but the lack of akiin~a. 

Though the Naiyayikas have accepted four means of verbal comprehension 

expectancy (akiinksa), semantic competency (yogyata), contiguity (asa((i) and 

intention of the speaker (tatparya), I think the fourth factor i.e., the intention of the 

speaker (tatparya) has to be taken as the sole factor for the same. It is shown 

earlier that if there is the realisability of the intention (tatparya-upapatti), there is 
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the primary meaning (sakyiirtha). If there js the non-realisability of the intention 

(tiitparya-anupapatti), the implicative meaning is to be resorted to. Hence the 

tiitparya has got the prime role in understanding the meaning of a sentence, but 

not the other three. The sentence - 'There is a jar in the house (gehe ghata) is 

capable of generating a cognition of the relation of a jar (but not that of a cloth) in 

the house. Hence a sentence is said to mean the relation of a jar (but not that of 

cloth) in the house. It is the intention of the speaker. If a sentence does not have 

expectancy or semantic competency, it is understandable if the tiitparya or 

intention of the speaker is realised or unrealised. In the case of unrealisability the 

implicative meaning is to be explored as said earlier. In fact the non-realisability 

of the intention in the given sentence is the seed of the implicative meaning 

through which the intention of the speaker is realised. In other words, the 

inconceivability of the intention in the primary meaning gives rise to explore the 

implicative meaning, which reveals the true intention (tiitparya upapatti) of the 

speaker.37 

One can deliberately say a sentence which has no semantic competency (yogyatii) 

with a particular intention (tiitparya) in mind or vivaksii (will to speak) in mind. 

An individual can utter, for example, the sentence ---. 'The lake has fire' (h~ado 

vahnimiin) initially to prove indirectly that the lake cannot have fire. This type of 

cognition is called iihiirya-jniina which is defined as follows : 'virodh(jniina

kiil'inecchiiprayojya-jnanatvamaharyajnanatvam' or vadhakallnecchajanyam 

jniinam' .38 That is, the cognition which is generated out of one's own desire at the 

time when there is the contradictory cognition is called aharyajiiana. ln earlier 
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case it is deliberately said that the lake has fire in spite of knowing that the Jake 

cannot have fire. Though there is no direct result for the deliberation of such 

. artificial cognition due to the lack of semantic competency, it plays a great role in 

pointing out the exact nature of the object indirectly i.e. through reductio-ad

absurdum method (tarka), which is the intention of the speaker. The speaker wants 

to argue--- 'Ifthe Jake has fire, it would have smoke also' (yadi ht:ado vahniman 

syat tarhi dhumavanapi syat). It is known through our experience that the lake has 

no smoke and hence it is proved that there is no fire. In the same way, it can be 

said that the usages that are apparently meaningless may bear some intention of 

the speaker. 

The Naiyayikas have pointed out the philosophical significance of intention 

(Tatparya) first in the context of enquiring the seeds of implicative meaning 

(la/cya1Jii). To them · the non-realisability of intention or tatparya 

(tiitparyiinupapatti) is the seed of la/cya1Jii i.e. implicative meaning. In f~ct, the 

implicative meaning of the term, Ganga as found in the sentence Ganga yam 

ghosa/:z is the bank of the Ganga . The primary meaning of the terms ghosah and 

Ganga are ghosapalll and a particular flow of water (jalapravaha-visesa) 

respectively. The milk-man-colony cannot remain in a particular flow of water and 

hence there is the non-realisability of the relation (anvayanupapatti) between 

them. This can be removed, if the bank of the Ganga is taken as the meaning of 

the term Ganga through la/cyalJii. In the same way, the implicative meaning of the 

term ghosaf:z is also possible. In the former case lak$atJii in the term Ganga is 

accepted, but not in the term ghosa/:7. In another, the reverse case is accepted. If 
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laksafJii is accepted in either of the terms, there will not be the non-realisability in 

respect of relation (anvayamnupapatti). If it is argued that the removal of the non

realisability of relation is the result of laksa!Ja, the rule that the implicative 

meaning of the terms Ganga and ghosai"} are to be accepted becomes meaningless. 

In reply, it can be said that the rule becomes contradicted if it is accepted that the 

removal of the non-realisability of relation is both the result and seed of lak~ar.1a. 

Hence, it is admitted that the non-realisability of intention, but not of relation is 

the root of laksa!Jii. The importance of the application of laksa!Jii lies in the fact of 

removing the non-realisability of intention (tatparyanupapatti) of the speaker. 39 

which is also supported by Nagesa.40 

Now what is to be understood by the terms tatparya? The desire of the speaker 

(vakturicchii) is tiitparya.41 In other words, it has been stated that when a word or a 

sentence is uttered with a desire to covey something, it is called tatparya 

(tatpratlticchaya uccaritatvam).42 When there is the utterance of a particular word 

with a desi're to convey his own idea to others, this particular desire or intention is 

tatparya. The term uccaritatva is superfluous here on account of the fact that in 

the written statement of the dumb persons there is tatparya in spite of not having 

utterance of the same. Hence, it is better to accept the former definition (i.e. the 

intention ofthe speaker is tatparya) which is also supported by the grammarians.43 

If a speaker bears a particular intention to express that fish resides in the water and 

utters the same sentence (i.e. Ganga yam gho$ab). the implicative meaning is to be 

accepted on the term 'ghosah' denoting 'fish' secondarily in order to bring the 

realisability in tatparya. If a speaker, on the other hand, possesses an intention to 
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make others aware that the milkman-colony exists on the bank of the Ganga and 

utters the same sentence, the implicative meaning has to be accepted in the term 

Ganga as per the intention of a speaker as well as for the realisability of tiitparya. 

As per the intention of the speaker the implicative meaning of the terms Ganga 

and ghosa/:1 are to be taken as the 'bank of the Ganga ' and 'fish' respectively. 

Hence, the realisability in respect of tiitpmya but not relation, is the seed of 

lakvaYJii. Moreover, this point is substantiated when the implicative meaning is 

accepted in the sentence, kakebhyo dadhi rahyatiim (i.e. protect the card from 

crow etc.) in which there is obviously tiitparyiinupapatti, but not anvayanupapa(!i. 

In order to incorporate all types of lakiaYJii it is better to accept the non

realisability in respect of tiitparya is la/cyaYJii but not otherwise. 

Let us see the role of tiitparya in determining the meaning of an ambiguous 

sentence having various meanings. If someone utters the sentence saindhavam 

iinaya, it may mean the bringing of a horse or salt. The exact meaning of the term 

saindhava is to be determined according to the intention of the speaker uttered 

under a particular context.44 That is why, the knowledge of tiitpmya is taken to be 

the cause of verbal comprehension. If it is so, the question may arise how a hearer 

will be able to know the intention of the speaker. One can know one's intention 

through the contact in the form of conjoined inherence (smnyukta samvaya) with 

the mind. But through this contact the intention of others cannot be known, as such 

contact is not all possible with the intention existing in other selves. 

It can be said in reply that in order to understand the intention of the speaker the 

context (prakararJa), qualifier (visesana), space (desa) etc serve as promoters. If in 
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the context of taking meal the term saindhava is utt:ered, it will mean salt. But if 

the context is otherwise (i.e. going to the battle-field) the same term would mean 

horse.45 

After hearing the sentence of the speaker uttered in a particular context, the hearer 

infers the intention in the following way. The term saindhava existing in the above 

mentioned sentence has got the tatparya in salt as it is uttered in the context takirig 

meal(etadvakyaghatakasaindhavapadamlavanatatparyayakambhojanaprakarance 

prayuktatvat). In the same way, the hearer infers the tatparya of the same term as 

otherwise depending on a different context. In this way, the intention of the other 

person (i.e. the speaker) can be known through inference.46 

Let us consider the intention of different sentence uttered in a different context. If 

a teacher asks his student to do something after uttering the word dvaram (door) 

and pointing out to the door, the student may have confusion due to having 

multiple alternatives such as either closing or opening the door. Let us think of a 

situation when the door remains closed and suddenly there is a power cut. The . . 

teacher utters the term 'door' to a particular student, which would likely imply the 

opening of the door as the context is in favour of this. If the situation is otherwise 

(i.e., the door is open), and suddenly a dusty storm comes and the teacher utters 

the some word 'door' which would refer under this circumstance to the closing of 

the door. Hence, a word can give its accurate meaning only if the proper context is 

known by the hearer. Hence, the role of intention of the speaker dependent on the 

context has also to be accepted as a fundamental basis of verbal comprehension. 
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Dinakara has analysed the concept in the• context of non-ambiguous sentence, 

Tiitparya is the intention of the speaker of conveying the sentences like 'Bring a 

jar' (ghatam iinaya) in which 'jar' has become a prakiira or qualifier, karmatva or 

the property of being an object attached to it has become a qualificand and 

superstratumness (adheyata) has become a relation. When there is the awareness 

of the sentence ghatamiinaya, there is the knowledge ·of a jar, karmatva as denoted 

by the word ghatam ·and as this, being a property, remains in the substance ghata. 

Here the jar is the substratum and karmatva is the super stratum. This is the nature 

of awareness (pratiti) which is the intention of the speaker.47 When a particular 

sentence is uttered in order to convey a particular intention, the knowledge of 

such intention of the speaker is the cause of verbal comprehension.48 Ramarudra 

further raises a different problem. To him ambiguity is of two types: ambiguity as 

involved in the sentences like Saindhavamtmya etc. and as involved in 

ghatamiinaya patamiinaya etc. It may be argued that the intention of the speaker is 

very difficult to understand if two sentences 'Bring a jar', 'Bring a cloth' are 

uttered simultaneously without the copula 'and'. For there are two intentions, 

which leads the hearer to the land of confusion about the real intention of the 

speaker.49 In order to remove this problem it is said that the particular intention of 

the speaker behind the utterance of a particular sentence must be taken as the 

cause of verbal comprehension of it. If it is said sveto dhiivati (i.e. the white runs), 

the intention of the speaker may sometimes be known as the object bearing white 

colour runs or sometimes as 'the dog etc run'. 50 Such an awareness of intention 

serves a~ the main factor for apprehending the meaning. If there is the doubt or 

confusion as to the intention of speaker or if there is the ascertainment of that 
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which is not intended by the speaker, the verbal comprehension from the sentence 

is not at all possible. Hence, the knowledge of .intention has to be taken as the 

cause of the same. 51 

The context and other factors that are the promoters to the apprehension of 

tiitparya cannot be taken as the cause of verbal comprehension due to the absence 

of common connotation in them. In other words, for verbal comprehension 

.sometimes contexts, sometimes proximity and sometimes remoteness becomes the 

~ause and hence there will be no common connotation in them.52 As all these

factors like context etc. (prakaranadi) are the promoters to the origination of the 

knowledge of tiitparya, the common connotation among them is possible. Hence, 

the knowledge of tiitparya becomes the cause of verbal understanding as it comes 

under the law of parsimony. 53 

By the term iidi attached to the term prakara11iidi, the proximity (samyoga), 

remoteness (duratvam) and co-existence (siihaciirya) are to be understood. When 

it is said, 'The jar is to be removed, ' the intention is ascertained in the jar existing 

in front due to having proximity. In the sentence like 'Bring the jar here' the 

intention is ascertained in the jar existing in a distant place due to remoteness. In 

the sentence ' Bring the jar and cloth' the intention is ascertained in both jar and 

cloth due to there co-existence in the same place. 54 Apart from these Bhart~hari 

has accepted a few more criteria for determining tatparya, such as contradiction 

(virodhitii), context (prakarana), sign (lifiga), association of other word 

(sabdasyanyasya sannidhih), space (desa), time (kiilah) voice of an individual 

etc. 55 
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Let us see how the intention of the Vedic sentence and Sukiivakya can be 

understood. Even the Vedic statements contain some intention. God who is 

accepted as the agent of the Vedas is supposed to have such intention. God's 

knowledge of intention can be inferred as the cause of the verbal comprehension 

arising from the Vedic sentences. It may be argued that the knowledge of intention 

of the teacher should be taken as the cause of the said apprehension. This view is 

not tenable, because the knowledge of tatparya of the teacher cannot be the cause 

of the same due to the absence of him before the initial creation. It may, again, be 

argued that if the dissolution is not accepted, the question of initial creation cannot' 

be thought of. This position is also not sound, because the existence of dissolution 

is known from the Vedas and hence there is the initial creation.56 In the same way, 

the Devine knowledge of tatparya can be said to be the cause of the verbal 

understanding of the sentence uttered by a parrot without any intention 'of its own 

and revealing the true picture of reality (samviidi). 57 The knowledge of intention of 

the trainer is the cause of the verbal understanding of the sentence (uttered by a 

parrot) which does not correspond to the reality (visamvadakata) For the property 

of being non-correspondent to the reality (visamvadakatva) lies on the intention of 

the trainer, but not on that of God, as in the intention of God visamvadiNa is not 

possible.58 H~nce, the knowledge of tatparya existing in God cannot be cause of 

verbal understanding ofthe visamvadi statements made by a parrot. 59 

The term samvadi in this context has been introduced to convey that God's 

knowledge of intention becomes the cause of understanding the sentence (uttered 

by a parrot) which is prama. If the parrot, on the other hand, utters the sentence 

vahnina sificati (i.e. watering with fire), God's knowledge of intention cannot be 
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the cause of the same, as God does not posses any intention, which does not 

correspond to the reality (visamvadzccha). In order to exclude such sentence from 

the purview of the Divine intention the term samvadi is introduced.60 

Generally, a speaker of the sentence is supposed to have a volition in favour of 

' 
what is said in the sentence (vakyanukuta). As the Divine volition is. working 

behi'nd each and every effect, it becomes favourable to what is uttered by a parrot 

incidentally. As a parrot cannot have intention of its own, there are no other 

alternatives than to accept Divine intention behind it. 61 

It may be argued that if context, etc are taken as the cause of the potency of a 

word, it (i.e. potency) should be taken as the cause of meaning and hence there is 

no necessity of accepting another distinct cause i.e. tatpmya. 

This view is not tenable. For, when a word or a sentence having double meaning is 

uttered, the intention of the speaker cannot be known due to having potency or 

conveying two meanings, which leads to the impossibility of verbal understanding. 

Hence the knowledge of intention of the speaker has to be accepted as a 

determining factor in verbal understanding, which has been beautifully classified 

by Nagesa. 62 

Moreover, for understanding a non-ambiguous sentence also the intention of the 

speaker plays a prominent role. It determines the potency of word giving rise to 

sentence. 

Human actions in the forms of inclination (praw:{(i) refraining form (niw:({i) and 
' 

being indifferent (upek.$ii) are dependent on the knowledge of the intention of the 

speaker. If someone utters an ambiguous sentence navakambalam anaya (i.e. 
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bring nava blanket or blankets), no praw:tti or inclination of the hearer is possible 

due to the non-understanding of intention on the speaker. In this case, it is not 

clearly known to us what the speaker intends to say by this sentence (i.e. whether 

the speaker intends to have a new blanket or nine blankets denoted by the word 

'nava'), which leads us to the land of inactivity. 

It may be argued that the intention or tatparya of the speaker may be to confuse 

others under certain circumstance. It may happen that the speaker wants to hide his 

own intention by way of confusing others deliberately so that he does not fac~ an 

undesired situation. At this stage, the concealing of his own intention may be 

treated as his own intention. In such cases the sentence cannot provide us with the 

proper understanding though the knowledge of the speaker's intention is known. 

To reply, it can be said that if the speaker bears an intention to hide his own 

intention by using an ambiguous sentence, the sentence cannot give us an accurate 

non-ambiguous meaning. As the speaker's intention in adopting this method of 

confusing others is known to us, it falls under the category of chala. Unless it is 

known or detected, we cannot be successful in philosophical debate, which leads 

to highest good (nihsreyas) of seen (dr:sta) type. To understand the particular 

. intention of the speaker in adopting chala has got a positive role in philosophical 

debate. The philosophical significance of the inclusion of chala under sixteen 

categories lies on the fact that a true debater should not adopt chala in his speech 

unnecessarily, and at the same time it is essential to detect the same in an 

opponent's speech. This detection of chala is also possible through the knowledge 

of intention of the speaker to confuse others. If the intention of the speaker is 
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,tiitparya, it can be described as such and hence it is very much important. in the 

field of philosophical discourse. 

The non-realisability of tiitparya is the seed not only of la/qa!Jii but also of 

suggestive ( vyaiijanii) and metaphorical meaning as accepted by the rhetoricians. 

Moreover, tiitparya is clearly related or. identical to vivaksa (i.e. intention to 

convey something) of the speaker. In other words, it is the vivaksa of the speaker, 

which is the tiitparya of the sentence uttered by him. A sentence which is non

sensical in a particular context may seem to be significant in another context 

depending on the vivaksii of the speaker. A word or a sentence may seem to be 

significant if the speaker wants to .signify something by uttering this. This desire of 

signifying (vivakfii) is the tiitparya of the sentence. Even the sentence signifying 

identity (e.g., 'London is London or 'Bombay is Bombay') may seem to be non

sensical apparently, but somehow this usage finds justification if the speaker wants 

to signify the incompatibility of the cities like London or Bombay through this. If 

this vivaksa is taken into account, this sentence will certainly bear tiitpmya. 

Though Ragnunath does not accept the absence of the absurd entities like 

Sasa.SJ:ngam niisti etc. (which is called alzkapratiyogikabhiiva) as real absence, it is 

known from the ordinary experience that such usages provide us with some 

information. Though the direct meaning (Sakyiirtha) of this is not possible, these 

usages give some implicative meaning due to the tiitparyiinupapatti in the direct 

meaning, which leads to exploration of some secondary meaning. Because it 

signifies something when it is used or uttered by someone secondarily on the 

strength of tiitparyiinupapatti in the direct meaning. Raghunath's position is 
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substantiated by assigning the following reason in favour of him. For 

understanding an absence the knowledge of the absentee (pratiyogi) is the 

precondition, which is not at all possible in the case of absurd entities like Sasas 

t:nga, castle in the air, etc. This view of Raghunatha. I believe, is acceptable so far 

as the direct meaning (Sakyiirtha) of the sentence is concerned. But it cannot be 

denied that these sentences convey us some sense which is available secondarily. 

Otherwise, these would not have been uttered by the speaker. The utterance of a 

. . . 

particular sentence in a particular context by an individual presupposes some 

vivaksa, which is the intention. Considering the particular aspect Dharmakirti has 

accepted the importance of vivahii in- determining the meaning of a word or a 

sentence in the following Kiirika. 

'vaktrvyiipiiravisaye sortho buddhau prakiisate priimiinyam tatra sabdasya 

niirthatattvanivandhanam'. 63 

This is, in the expression of a speaker the corresponding image appears in our 

awareness. It is constituted and evidenced by the words, but not by the meaning of 

the same. When someone says, 'I am building a castle in the air', the intention of 

the speaker is to convey to us some image about some absurd events through this 

sentence, and hence it is not all non-sensical. 

Let us consider whether the intention of the speaker can be treated as a cause of 

verbal understanding only in the case of ambiguous sentences as advocated by a 

section of scholars. This view is not tenable. For, though in an ambiguous sentence 

the intention of a speaker is to be known perfectly, it is also essential for an non-

ambiguous sentence also. Otherwise how can a sentence be known as 'non-
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ambiguous?' As the intention of the speaker is perfectly reflected in the language 

l!Sed by him, it is taken as a non-ambiguous one. When a sentence is uttered, the 

particular intention of a speaker is expressed there (through which he intends to 

convey something). Otherwise the utterance of a sentence would be of no use. 

Hence, the intention of the speaker cannot be denied in providing the sentence 
I 

meaning though it is true that the role of it is much more prominent in the case of 

an ambiguous sentence. The role of tCitparya in non-ambiguous sentences like 

ghatamanaya patamanaya, etc., has already been pointed out. The samyoga, 

distance, co-existence etc., are taken as the indicators (jfiapaka) of a non-

ambiguous sentence. 

The above-mentioned view can be substantiated from the standpoint of Jayanta. 

Tatparya is the knowledge, which is endowed with the capability of expressing a 

particular comprehension (tatpratitijananayogyatva). To him the words of a 

sentence can convey to us their distinct (non-related) meanings like iron-stakes 

and hence their construction or relation among them is not possible. These isolated 

meanings cannot be the meaning of a sentence s they are not related to each other. 

This relation is not possible through abhidhaw:ti. Hence, tiitpmyaw:tti has to be 

accepted as a connecting factor among the word-meanings. The power of Abhidha 

lies on giving rise to primary meaning of a word (Suddhapadartha-visayini) while 

tatparya gives rise to connected meaning. [t has already been accepted that God's 

intention is the cause of the samvadi sentence uttered by a parrot as a parrot cannot 

have an intention of its own. This view again needs thorough review. As God is 

taken as a Nimttakarana of all activities. His intention etc. would have to be taken 

as common cause to all activities, including our utterance of word or the utterance 
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of sentence by a parrot. If God's intention is common cause to the samvadi 

sukavakya, it cannot be taken as an uncommon cause of verbal understanding. In 

fact, the sentences uttered by a parrot though valid bears no intention of its own, 

but on the other hand, it repeats that it imitates from others or trainer and 

samavadakatva is just a co-incident. If there is any intention at all, it is of others 

from which it has learnt and through it the intention of that person is reflected. 

Naiyayikas do not accept suggestive meaning or vyanjana. They say that vyaiijana 

is nothing but the extension of laksana. It is not acceptable to us. Because, 

vyanjana has got a completely different role 111 our day to day communication, 

which is not covered by mere implication. That is why, the role of suggestive 

meaning in literature or literacy form of art is accepted as inevitable. In fact, it is 

suggestion, which takes a piece of writing to the level of creative writing (kiivya). 

When it is said 'Lilakamalapatrani ganayamasa parvati' i.e. parvati easily 

counted the petals of the lotus, it gives rise to the meaning the parvati became 

ashamed of hearing her own marriage talk. This understanding is not merely 

implicative, but more than this. Such understanding is possible, had there been a 

separate category of meaning called vyanjana or dhvani. That which is not 

expressible through words or odd to express can easily be expressed through 

suggestion or dhvani. This suggestion or dhvani is not merely the extension of 

lak$a1?ii. 
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20. Cf. jfiapakatvan,1 nama jfianajanukajFianavi.yayatvam - Navyanyaya-bha.ya

pradlpa, edited by K. Tarkacharya, Sanskrit College, Calcutta, 1973, p.9. 

21. "Tatparyiinupapattirla~a11avijam". Tarkasamgraha-Dipikii. Henceforth, 

TSD. 

22. "V astutastutatparyanupapattipratisandhanamevatadvlj am". 

Paramalaghumanju!?a. Henceforth. PLM. 
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23. · "Vakturiccha tu tiitpaJyam parikzrtitam". Bhasapariccheda, verse no. 84. 

24. "Tatpratitzcchayauccharitvarupa tiitparyaji?iinamca vakyarthajniinahetuh". 

TSD. 

25. Ibid. 

26. Vediintaparibhasa, Agamapariccheda. Henceforth - VP. 

27. "Parantu yadyanvayanupapattirlak<;aYJiivljamsyiit tad a ya.~{hih 

pravasayetyiidaulak<;aYJiinasyat. Y a.~{hi$upravesanvayasyanupapatterabhav 

at. Teneya$(hiprave.Sebhojanatatparyanupapattya ya$(hidharesu lak<;aYJii. 

Evam kakebhyo dadhi ra~yatiimityiidau kakapadasya dadhyupaghatake 

lak<;aYJii, sarvato dadhirak<;ayastatparyavi$ayatvat". Siddhantamuktavali on 

verse no. 82. 

28. "Lak<;af].ii ca na padamiitravrttih, kintu vakyavrttirapi. Yatha gambhiriiyiim 

nadyam ghosah ityatra gambhirayam nadyam iti padadvyasamudiiyasya 

tire la~a11ii". V.P. 

29. "Nanu vakyasyiisaktataya katham sakyasambandhariipa laksana? Ucyate

saktya yat padasambandhena jniipyate tatsambandho lak<;aY}ii. 

Saktijnapyasca yatha padarthastatha vakyartho pTti na kacidanupapattih". 

Ibid. 

30. Bhii$iipariccheda verse no. 83. henceforth- B.P. 

31. "Ekapadarthe ' parapadarthasambandho yogyate tyarthah 

Tajjnanabhavacca vahina sii?catztyiidau na siibdabodhah ... vahninii 

sincatityiidausekevahnikaranakatviibhavarupayogyataniscayenaprativandh 

iinnasabdabodhaf?". Siddhantamuktavali on verse 83. Henceforth S.M. 

32. B.P. on verse 84. 

33. S.M. on verse 84. 
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34. "Dvaram i tyatradhya haramvinapra t iyo gya Ia b hatnasvartha nvayanu bhava 

katvam ". Tattvacintamani (Sabdakhanda). "dvaramitytretiadhyaharam 

vineti anayat'ityadipadadhyaharam vina na svartheti na 

dvarakarmakanayananukiilala:timanityanvayavodhakajanakatvamityarthah 

atrahetumahapratiyogyalabhaditikaranibhutanvayapratiyogyupasthitercbh 

avadityarthah". Mathuri on Tattvacintamanih (Sabdakhanda). 

35. B.P verse no. 82. 

36. S.M verse no. 82. 

37. "Gehe ghatah iti gehe ghatasamsargaprat'itijananayagyam na tu 

pa(asamsargaprat'itijananayagyamiti tadvakymh gha(asamsargaparam na 

tu pa(asamsargaparamityucyate". V P. (Agamapariccheda). 

38. Nyayakasa- M.M. Bhimacharya Jhalkikar (ed), BORI, Pune, I 928, p. I 36. 

39. Tatparyiinupapattirlaksanavijam. Tarkasangraha-Dipika. Henceforth TSD. 

40. Vastutastutatparyiinupapattipratisandhaname~atadvfjam. 

Paramalaghumaiijusa, henceforth, PLM. 

41. Vakturiccha tu tatparyam parik'irtitam. Bhasapariccheda. Verse No. 84. 

42. Tatprat'itichhaya uccaritatvariipatatparyajnanam ca vakyarthajfianahetuh, 

TSD. 

43. Naniirthasthale lake tatparyantu etatpadmn va 

etadarthapratyayaya mayaccaryate iti prayakturiccharupam. PLM. 

44. Yadi, tiitparyajniinam karanam na syat tada saindhavamanayetyadau 

kvacidasvasya kvacillavansasya badha iti na syat. Siddhantamuktavali on 

verse No. 84. 

45. Prakaranadikam tatparyagrahakam TSD. Tatparyaniyamakam. ca lake 

prakararJiidikameva ala bhajanaprakara11e · saidhavamanayetyukte 

saindhavapadena lava}'}apratyayah, yuddhavasare savpratyayah P LM. 

46. Adhyapana on TSD by N.C. Goswami . 

.... :; 
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4 7. Ghatamanayetyadaukarmatvavi.\'esyakadheyatiisamsargakaghat a

prakarakaprat/ticcha vaktustiit{JO!Flln. Dinakari on S.M. on verse llO. R4. 

4S. Tiir/J:.~:ecchayoccorilam idum ''!t k)'O~II i /y(/ kclruk1 1111 .1:n 1/11.11 !tl fli tn ·o~fi7/inam 

.1-iihdahodhe kiiranom. I bid. 

49. T'a 1 racagha 1 am a nay a JHIIU/I)(l/l(l\ 'l'/ i '·~ik1 ·i/(h·m ·u 1 !1'1 n ·ngos/ hul e 

vakturicchiidvayc?Jnanot kosm(/1 \'(th·i/1 kidr.l:us/us\'O hndhn hho\'(tfili 

nirnetuma.\'akyam. Ranwrudrl. 

50. Tatro kadiicidchetagunavi.<-isla.\ya kadclcil kukkuN/derhodlw.1yu !rl!pm~\'O 

ji1iinaniyamyatviit. Dinakari on S.M. on verse S4. 

51. Tiitparyasamsaye vyatirekani.l'atyc vel .\'abdahodhiinudayacchclhdabodhe 

tiitpmyajFiiinam kiiranam. Dinakari on S. on verse 84. 

52. Na ca f.oJpmyagriihakmwm prakaranadinam .i-iibdahodho-

kiiranatvamatvamastvit i Vacyam 1e.1·mnanonugamat. Siddlu117!umuklclva/i on 

Verse 84. 

53. TiitparyajFiiina - janakatvena /esirmanugome 111 liilpmyaji7fmameva 

liighaviit kiiraYJamastu. I bid. 

54. Sam yo gah sclnn idhyam. viyogah dtirulvo m. .)'rl hon11·1 wne kru le.,:m.·rf i 1 vmn. 

Ghalo pasclraniya itycldriu samlposlhe ghal!' rcllpm)'Ogrohoh sr'itnlp)'!tl. 

Ghalamanayetyiidau ghalapadas\10 diJrosrhe ghole tiilpmyiigroho dzlrolval. 

Ghatam pataFiciinayetyadau ghat OfHtlapadayore kaddovr/1 ighotapal ayoh 

siihacaryiit. RamarudrT on Dim/karl on S.tv1. verse R4. 

55. Samyoga viprayoga.\'ca siihacmyam virodhilii or/hal; prakm·m?om /iogam 

sahda.syiinyasya sonnidhih siimarthyomucitoh dc.l;o kii!o vyakt/.1-variidoyah 

· sabda.syiinavacchede vi.\-esasmrtihetavah. Vakyapadlya 2/3 I 5-3 I6. 
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56. Itthamca vedasthale 'pi tatparya jananarthamisvarah kalpyate. Na ca 

tatriidhyiipakatiitparyaj niinam kiiraryc.nn i tij niina m' sargadavadhyapa ka bhav 

at. Na ca pralaya eva nastlti kutali sargadiriti vacyam. Pra/ayasyagame.~·u 

pratipiidyatviit. Siddhantamuktavali on verse 84. 

57. Sukzya tiitparyiibhavena agatyii l.~varasya ivava kt1:tva-svlkaradi t i 

mantavyam. RamarudrT on Dinakarl on S.M. verse no. 84. 

58. lsvarecchiiyiim visamviiditvaditviibhaviiditi bhavalr Dinakarl on S.M. verse 

84. 

59. Itthanca sukavyiikyepi zsvarryatiitpmyajiiiinam kiiraryam 

Visamviidisukaviikye tu .l:ik.~·ayitureva tiitparyaji?anam kiirw?am vacyam. 

Siddhiintamuktiivall on verse 84. Henceforth S.M. 

60. Pramiijanaketyarthah idam ca vahnina sincatltisukavakyajanyasa-

61. 

bdabodhe ·zsvarlyatatparyajniinam na hetuh, 

Visamviidicchiip~tteri-tyatastiid~savakyavyudiisiirthamuktam. 

on Diniikari on S.M. verse 84. 

Nvara5ya. 

Riimarudrz 

Viikyiinukiilprayatnavata eva vaktrtvena lsvaraprayamasya 

karyamiitriinukulatvenasukaviikyiinukiilatviiditibhiivah.Suklyatiitparyiibhiiv 

ena agatyii lsvarasyaiva, vaktrtvasvlkiiriiditi mantavyam. Ibid. 

62. Nanu prakaraniidiiiam saktiniyamakatve saktyaiva nh·viihe kim 

tatparyeneti cenna. Asmacchabdiirthadvayavi/;e:,Jlako bodho jiiyate 

arthadvaye saktisattviit tiitparyam kvetijanima ityanubhavavirodhat. PLM. 

63. Pramiinaviirtika. 

Nirapeksaprayogeyahsaliikakalpaniibhiiviit & Tadanvitabhidhiinetu 

padiintaramarthakam & Abhidhiitrmata saktih padiiniim sviirthanisthata 

tesiim tiitparyasaktistu samsargamavadhi. Nyiiyamanjari, pp. 3 70-72, 

Choukhamba 1936. 
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